HELLO!

I am Audrey Brady

Creating a Successful
Resume

mrsaudreybrady@gmail.com
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OBJECTIVES

⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡

Types
Layout
Formatting
Action Verbs
Tailor
File Organization
Cover Letter
Komono
Quick Tips
Checklist

BE

Be authentic
Be truthful
Be assertive
Be intentional

4
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Resume Organization

1

Three Main Types
Functional

Types
we all got one

Chronological

Combination
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Functional

Chronological

Resume Organization

Resume Organization

Three Main Types

Three Main Types

⊡

Group skills by theme

⊡

Gaps in employment

⊡

Unrelated work history

⊡

Early in careers

⊡

Skills are highlighted first and then

Functional

work history
Combination

⊡

Mostly internships and self
improvement
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-functional-resume-2061997
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Resume Organization

Resume Organization

Three Main Types

Three Main Types

Functional

Functional

⊡

Showcases work history

⊡

Straightforward and easy to scan

⊡

Clearly shows progression of a

Chronological

career

Combination
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Resume Organization

Resume Organization

Three Main Types

Three Main Types
Functional

Chronological

⊡

A little bit of both

Chronological

Combination
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LAYOUT

2

Layout
it’s all about you

⊡ Name & Contact
⊡ Executive
Summary/Profile
⊡ Experience/Work
History
⊡ Education
⊡ Training/Skills/
Certifications

⊡ Publications/
Presentations
⊡ Organizations
⊡ Awards/Distinctions
⊡ Volunteer Services
⊡ References
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LAYOUT
NAME & CONTACT

Name & Contact

⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡

Government name
City & state
Cell phone number
Email
Twitter
LinkedIn
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LAYOUT
NAME & CONTACT

⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡

LAYOUT
NAME & CONTACT

⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡

Government name
City & state
Cell phone number
Email
Twitter
LinkedIn
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✖

Government name
City & state
Cell phone number
Email
Twitter
LinkedIn

18

LAYOUT
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY/PROFILE

A couple of sentences that summarizes you. Avoid passive
voice!

Executive
Summary/Profile
19
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LAYOUT
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY/PROFILE

A couple of sentences that summarizes you. Avoid passive
voice!
Marketing writer and communications
professional delivering multi-media services,
public relations and public affairs outreach
resulting in a measurable track record of
achievement in highly visible roles representing
municipal government, corporations and higher
education.
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LAYOUT
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY/PROFILE

A couple of sentences that summarizes you. Avoid passive
voice!
Bilingual, higher-education advisor with proven
track record in multiple international program
developments, academic advisement, classroom
instruction, and administration training.
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Rule of thumb: go back 10-15 years

Experience/
Work History
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Rule of thumb: go back 10-15 years
⊡ List from latest to earliest

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Rule of thumb: go back 10-15 years
⊡ List from latest to earliest
⊡ Include place of employment, timeline from
month/year started to month/year ended, your title,
and where
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Rule of thumb: go back 10-15 years
⊡ List from latest to earliest
⊡ Include place of employment, timeline from
month/year started to month/year ended, your title,
and where
⊡ First bullet should sum up what exactly the company is
and gives an idea of the scope of work

⊡ Rule of thumb: go back 10-15 years
⊡ List from latest to earliest
⊡ Include place of employment, timeline from
month/year started to month/year ended, your title,
and where
⊡ First bullet should sum up what exactly the company is
and gives an idea of the scope of work
Maintained a 160,000 cadastral map including parcel,
subdivision, and municipality boundaries, historical
layers, addresses, measurements, and ownership
information using Geographic Information Services
(GIS).
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Additional bullets should showcase yourself —> this is
the meat and potatoes section
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⊡ Additional bullets should showcase yourself —> this is
the meat and potatoes section
⊡ When writing, start by using your job description.
Think about what you do on a day to day bases, think
about how you improved some process, saved money,
or cut down on time or waste
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Additional bullets should showcase yourself —> this is
the meat and potatoes section
⊡ When writing, start by using your job description.
Think about what you do on a day to day bases, think
about how you improved some process, saved money,
or cut down on time or waste
Converted discipline referrals from paper to digital
google forms, which reduced paper cost by a third,
allowed for immediate duplication to pertinent
administrators via email, and cut down time on
student information system data entry by half.

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Additional bullets should showcase yourself —> this is
the meat and potatoes section
⊡ When writing, start by using your job description.
Think about what you do on a day to day bases, think
about how you improved some process, saved money,
or cut down on time or waste
⊡ Free flow your writing if you need to get started. Go
back through old calendars and old files
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ If held different positions at the same workplace,
bunch up under the same name, put length of time at
that workplace and length of time in the position

⊡ If held different positions at the same workplace,
bunch up under the same name, put length of time at
that workplace and length of time in the position
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

⊡ Spelling and punctuation! If one bullet has a period at
the end, all bullets need one. Have a friend spell check
for you

35

⊡ Spelling and punctuation! If one bullet has a period at
the end, all bullets need one. Have a friend spell check
for you
⊡ If you’ve been at a job awhile, expect for this section to
be largest for that job
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
⊡ Spelling and punctuation! If one bullet has a period at
the end, all bullets need one. Have a friend spell check
for you
⊡ If you’ve been at a job awhile, expect for this section to
be largest for that job
⊡ Not all positions necessarily need to go on the resume;
for instance, if you work nights as a cashier at Taco
Bell and you’re applying for Coordinator Position, then
you probably don’t need it on the resume
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Prepared state

Prepared state

Generated critical state funding

funding reports

funding reports

reports; ensured data accuracy to
maximize reimbursements while
meeting all deadlines
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Gathered data for

Gathered data for

Synthesized data from multiple systems

administration

administration

to help inform administration in
instructional decisions
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Scheduled students

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Scheduled students

Analyzed data to determine students’
class placements for a 750 student
member school while maintaining ideal
pupil-teacher ratios
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LAYOUT
EXPERIENCE/WORK HISTORY

Create Accomplishment lists, not task lists
Task List

Accomplishment List

Assisted parents

Systemized a process for guiding

with online

parents through the transition from

registration

paper to online student registration;

Education

created a school registration outreach
procedure to assist low-technology
families
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LAYOUT
EDUCATION

LAYOUT
EDUCATION

Hierarchy

Hierarchy

Graduate

Graduate

Undergraduate

Undergraduate

Licenses

Licenses

High School

High School
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⊡

School

⊡

Location

⊡

Major/Minor

⊡

Honors

⊡

Years (optional)

⊡

GPA (optional)
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LAYOUT
EDUCATION

LAYOUT
EDUCATION

Example

Hierarchy
Graduate
⊡

Can go above education if more

Undergraduate

important for the position

Licenses
High School
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LAYOUT
EDUCATION

Hierarchy
Graduate
Undergraduate

⊡

Leave high school off completely

⊡

Add it to the application

⊡

If you have a high school or GED,

Licenses

leave the education section off
completely—it is understood

Training/Skills/
Certifications

High School
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LAYOUT
TRAINING/SKILLS/CERTIFICATIONS

⊡ Goes toward the bottom of the resume unless a field
such as IT where they quick want to see your
certifications
⊡ Relevant skills to the position
⊡ Don’t bother with “team player” “customer service”
□ These should be showcased as “accomplishments”
within your professional experience section
⊡ Anything that is relevant not covered by work history
⊡ This may be optional area for you

Optionals
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LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

Publications

Publications

Presentations

Presentations

Organizations

Organizations

Awards/Distinctions

Awards/Distinctions

Volunteer Services

Volunteer Services

References

References
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LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

Publications

⊡

Professional

Publications

Presentations

⊡

Mention if you hold any positions

Presentations

Organizations

within the organization
⊡

Years (optional)

Awards/Distinctions

Volunteer Services

Volunteer Services

References

References

your resume instead
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LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

LAYOUT
OPTIONALS

⊡

Presentations
Organizations

Can be included in other sections of

Organizations

Awards/Distinctions

Publications

⊡

If you actually spend a good deal of

Publications

⊡

Do not state that you have

time per month volunteer, its okay

Presentations

⊡

Do not include them

⊡

This section belongs on the

to add it here
⊡

Awards/Distinctions

This is more important when you

Organizations

are applying for non-profit or

Awards/Distinctions

public positions

Volunteer Services
References

application
⊡

Do let your references know that
you are actively applying for jobs

Volunteer Services
References
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FORMATTING

3
⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another

Formatting
yes, it’s that important
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FORMATTING

⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another
⊡ Typographical emphasis: do not overuse bolds, italics,
or underlines

FORMATTING

⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another
⊡ Typographical emphasis: do not overuse bolds, italics,
or underlines
⊡ Stick to one color: black
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FORMATTING

FORMATTING

⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another
⊡ Typographical emphasis: do not overuse bolds, italics,
or underlines
⊡ Stick to one color: black
⊡ Play with margins to give yourself more or less space
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⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another
⊡ Typographical emphasis: do not overuse bolds, italics,
or underlines
⊡ Stick to one color: black
⊡ Play with margins to give yourself more or less space
⊡ Set closer line and paragraph spacing to get more or
less on a page
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FORMATTING

FORMATTING

⊡ Consistent formatting. If you use bullets in one section,
don't change them to lines or arrows in another
⊡ Typographical emphasis: do not overuse bolds, italics,
or underlines
⊡ Stick to one color: black
⊡ Play with margins to give yourself more or less space
⊡ Set closer line and paragraph spacing to get more or
less on a page
⊡ Don’t get too fancy; adding scrolls and filigree-esque
embellishments tends to distract reviewers from
focusing on you

⊡ Font
□ Size - 10 pnt if you have a lot to say and 12 if you
don’t. It is okay to use different font sizes but keep
it minimal
□ Style - Stick to the basics and pick only one: Arial,
Calibri, professional sans-serif fonts
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FORMATTING

FORMATTING

⊡ Font
□ Size - 10 pnt if you have a lot to say and 12 if you
don’t. It is okay to use different font sizes but keep
it minimal
□ Style - Stick to the basics and pick only one: Arial,
Calibri, professional sans-serif fonts
⊡ Save or expand space using the font, size, and margins
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⊡ Font
□ Size - 10 pnt if you have a lot to say and 12 if you
don’t. It is okay to use different font sizes but keep
it minimal
□ Style - Stick to the basics and pick only one: Arial,
Calibri, professional sans-serif fonts
⊡ Save or expand space using the font, size, and margins
⊡ Save and send as a pdf if you can; that way all
formatting you chose will show up on their screen
exactly the way you want it
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FORMATTING

FORMATTING

Examples

Examples
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71https://www.thebalancecareers.com/
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https://novoresume.com/resume-templates

FORMATTING

Examples

4

Action Verbs
Audrey’s action-packed action verbs

73
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Resume.pdf

ACTION VERBS

ACTION VERBS

Examples

⊡ Choose your voice style and stick with it (active voice)
⊡ Audrey’s action-packed action verbs
□ See Handout
□ Stops you from using the passive voice (“were”
“are” “is” “had” or “will be”) ← BORING
□ Lazy editing
□ Makes your accomplishments and duties more
interesting and engaging
□ For current job duties use present tense, for past
job duties use past tense

Prototypes were developed…
Developed prototypes…
Customer satisfaction grew as a result of my process…
Increased customer satisfaction through my process…
Implemented a process which increased customer
satisfaction...
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ACTION VERBS

ACTION VERBS

You try

You try

A promotion to Supervisor was awarded to me after only
one year of service

A promotion to Supervisor was awarded to me after only
one year of service
Earned a promotion to supervisor after only 1 year
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ACTION VERBS

ACTION VERBS

You try

You try

A promotion to Supervisor was awarded to me after only
one year of service

A promotion to Supervisor was awarded to me after only
one year of service

Earned a promotion to supervisor after only 1 year

Earned a promotion to supervisor after only 1 year

Was responsible for increasing sales by $2 million.

Was responsible for increasing sales by $2 million.
Earned a promotion to supervisor after only 1 year
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TAILOR

5

Tailor

⊡ Tailor every resume to every job you are
applying for.
⊡ Keywords
⊡ Save the resume!

customize and target
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FILE ORGANIZATION

6
⊡ Always backup your files
File Organization
tired of organizing yet?
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FILE ORGANIZATION

FILE ORGANIZATION

⊡ Always backup your files
⊡ Spreadsheet or word document
□ Record the Workplace, Position Title, Data
Position Closes, Date you Applied

⊡ Always backup your files
⊡ Spreadsheet or word document
□ Record the Workplace, Position Title, Data
Position Closes, Date you Applied
⊡ Create a file folder (electronic) for every
position you apply for.
□ Name it the place of employment_JobTitle
R2SD_DataAnalyst
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FILE ORGANIZATION

FILE ORGANIZATION

⊡ Include the following:
□ Job Description
□ Cover Letter
□ Resume you used
□ Naming the document is important!
■ Your Last Name_Your First Name_Position
Title_Date
■ Brady_MelissaAudrey_DataAnalyst_20190301
⊡ Same goes for Cover Letter!
⊡ Any documents you had to submit
⊡ A copy of their application
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FILE ORGANIZATION

Source Documentation
⊡ Generic Cover Letter
⊡ Super-charged resume
⊡ References and contact info
□ How long have you know each other, where do you
know each other from, address, email, phone
number(s)
⊡ List of all past places of employment
□ addresses, supervisors, references with
day/month/year started and day/month/year ended
⊡ Transcripts
⊡ Copies of certifications and credentials
⊡ Copies of your job descriptions of present and past
work
89

7

Cover Letter
yeah, companies still want one

90

COVER LETTER

⊡ One page
⊡ Restate what you’ve already stated in your Resume
⊡ Avoid the passive voice again. Remember Audrey’s
action-packed action verbs? Use them
⊡ Good resource for getting rid of the passive voice
http://www.nailthatpaper.com/4-ways-to-remove-passi
ve-voice-from-your-paper/

Outline
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COVER LETTER

COVER LETTER

Heading

Heading

Salutation

Salutation

Body

Body

Valediction

Valediction

Heading
Salutation

⊡

Where the letter is going

⊡

A name if you have one

⊡

Date

93
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COVER LETTER

COVER LETTER

⊡

Try to find out who is reading this

⊡

“Dear Dr. Roth,” otherwise

⊡

“To Whom It May Concern”

First paragraph:
Heading
Salutation

Body

Body

Valediction

Valediction

95

what are you applying to and the best
of the best from your resume on why
you are the perfect fit for the position
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COVER LETTER

COVER LETTER

2nd - 4th paragraphs:
Heading
Salutation

A paragraph version of your resume,
how did you get to where you are
today, what innovations were you able

Body

to implement, how did you use your

Valediction

development in your positions, the

education and professional

Last paragraph:
Heading
Salutation
Body

Tell them you want to be part of their
team and why it will be good for both
you and them and how this is a natural
progression of your professional
history

Valediction

relationships you have built, what you
did that was unique or above and
beyond
97
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COVER LETTER

8
⊡

Thank them for their

Heading

consideration.
⊡

complimentary close

⊡

Your signature

⊡

Your name and address (apply

Salutation
Body

□

Sincerely, Cordially, etc.

Komono
the miscellaneous

same rules as resume contact)

Valediction

100
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KOMONO

KOMONO

⊡ 1 or 2 pages????
⊡ Deactivate your facebook/snapchat/twitter/etc or put it
on lockdown
□ 86% of recruiters admit to reviewing candidates'
online profiles (source)
⊡ Google yourself
⊡ Don’t lie
⊡ Make sure your online resumes match your most
current resume. Ie LInkIn, Indeed, etc
⊡ Be ready to explain why you may have “regressed”
instead of “progressed”

⊡ Apply for the job if you feel you qualify for 75% of
what they are asking for
⊡ When you can, apply through employer website
⊡ Carve out Space and Time to work on resume and
organization
⊡ Don’t know how to do something on a resume? Look it
up!
⊡ Even if super happy in job, 4 times a year spend 30
minutes with Super-charged resume updating it. Go
back through calendar and files and even emails to
refresh your memory on what you might have worked
on
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KOMONO

⊡ Continuous improvement of yourself. If you notice that
your resume is severely lacking in skills that you need
to move into a new position then get to work on those
skills!
⊡ If applying internally, use your institutions language
and jargon; if outside, leave it off
□ i.e. PowerSchool vs. Student Information System
⊡ No pictures!!

KOMONO

⊡ Resume gaps
□ If longer than a few months, put the gap on the
resume with a brief description
■ Assisted with the care of an elderly family
member
■ Stayed home to raise young children
□ Be prepared to spend about 20 seconds talking
about it in interview
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KOMONO

KOMONO

Fired

Fired
□ Just because you weren’t the right racehorse for
that track doesn’t make you a bad race horse.
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KOMONO

9

Fired
□ Just because you weren’t the right racehorse for
that track doesn’t make you a bad race horse.
□ Put the job on resume
□ On application you can say "job ended," "laid off,"
“temporary”, "terminated"
⊡ Be prepared to talk about it in the interview (<1 min)
□ Own it, what did you learn from it, how did change
you for the better
□ Never ever ever talk bad about your previous
employer or coworkers

Quick Tips
very quick tips for interviews

108
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Quick Tips

10
⊡ Research the company!!! Mission, Vision, Values,
Goals. Find out what you can about the department
you will working with. Current projects, duties, etc
⊡ Don’t ask about pay or the competition
⊡ Do not talk bad about past bosses/companies/
co-workers or put them down in any way
⊡ Practice, practice, practice
⊡ Have a friend who has experience interviewing sit
down with the job description and your resume and
generate potential questions

⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡
⊡

Checklist
Audrey’s step-by-step checklist
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OBJECTIVES

BE

Types
Layout
Formatting
Action Verbs
Tailor
File Organization
Cover Letter
Komono
Quick Tips
Checklist

Be authentic
Be truthful
Be assertive
Be intentional
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

THANKS!
Extra Sources
https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/these-6-things-are-killing-your-resume-and-linkedin-profiles

Any questions?
You can find me at
mrsaudreybrady@gmail.com

http://career.opcd.wfu.edu/files/2011/05/Action-Verbs-for-Resumes.pdf
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-functional-resume-2061997
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-chronological-resume-2061944

More info on how to use this template at www.slidescarnival.com/help-use-presentation-template
This template is free to use under Creative Commons Attribution license. You can keep the Credits slide
or mention SlidesCarnival and other resources used in a slide footer.
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